Effect of computed tomography before cardiac surgery on surgical strategy, mortality and stroke.
To investigate whether preoperative chest computed tomography (CT) decreases postoperative mortality and stroke rate in cardiac surgery by detection of calcifications and visualization of postoperative anatomy in redo cardiac surgery which can be used to optimize the surgical approach. The PubMed, EMBASE and Cochrane databases were searched and articles concerning preoperative CT in cardiac surgery were included. Articles not reporting mortality, stroke rate or change in surgical approach were excluded. Studies concerning primary cardiac surgery as well as articles concerning redo cardiac surgery were both included. Eighteen studies were included (n=4057 patients) in which 2584 patients received a preoperative CT. Seven articles (n=1754 patients) concerned primary surgery and eleven articles (n=2303 patients) concerned redo cardiac surgery. None of the studies was randomized but 8 studies provided a comparison to a control group. Stroke rate decreased with 77-96% (primary surgery) and 18-100% (redo surgery) in patients receiving a preoperative CT. Mortality decreased up to 66% in studies investigating primary surgery while the effect on mortality in redo surgery varied widely. Change in surgical approach based on CT-findings consisted of choosing a different cannulation site, opting for off-pump surgery and cancellation of surgery. Current evidence suggests that preoperative CT imaging may lead to decreased stroke and mortality rate in patients undergoing primary cardiac surgery by optimizing surgical approach. In patients undergoing redo cardiac surgery stroke rate is also decreased but the effect on mortality is unclear. However, evidence is weak and included studies were of moderate quality.